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Smart Scene Wall Switch Sonoff NSPanel Pro (white)

Sonoff NSPanel Pro - white wall switch
Sonoff wall switch will allow you to conveniently manage your smart home. It allows you to control lights, sensors, temperature, camera,
etc.  It  will  also  notify  you  when  someone  breaks  into  your  home.  The  product  works  with  Home  Assistant  and  supports  Wi-Fi  and
Bluetooth  connection.  It  will  be  perfect  for  everyday  use  as  a  timer  or  alarm  clock,  it  will  also  notify  you  when  someone  rings  the
doorbell.
 
Built-in thermostat
The Sonoff wall  switch also allows you to intelligently control room temperature. All  you have to do is pair it  with your radiators or air
conditioner and set the desired temperature. There are also 2 operating modes to choose from. Auto will  make the device turn on/off
automatically  when  the  temperature  reaches  a  value  you  specify.  Manual,  on  the  other  hand,  allows  you  to  manually  adjust  the
temperature to your liking - whenever you want.
 
User-friendly
Want  to  listen  to  music,  watch  an  episode  of  a  TV  series  or  a  tutorial  on  a  topic  of  your  choice?  The  Sonoff  wall  switch  will  make  it
possible  for  you.  All  you  have  to  do  is  save  the  website  address  in  NSPanel  Pro  and  launch  it  with  one  click.  In  addition,  you  can
personalize the appearance of the device by choosing one of the available wallpapers. What's more, the wallpaper will change according
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to the weather. You can also add your own photo.
 
Convenience and security
The switch is equipped with a display and works with Sonoff cameras (CAM Slim, GK-200MP-B), RTSP and ESP32. Thus, you will pair them
with  the  device,  gaining  a  view of  your  garage,  dining  room,  or  home entrance.  What's  more,  it  supports  two-way  audio,  so  you  can
conveniently  communicate  with  a  courier,  for  example.  In  addition,  it  has  a  built-in  microphone  and  speaker  -  when  connected  to  a
smartphone or switch, it allows you to communicate with others.
 
Cheaper electricity bills
Another advantage of the Sonoff wall switch is the ability to control the amount of energy used. This will allow you to reduce the cost of
your electricity bills. The device works with Sonoff smart relays and switches, including POW Origin/Elite, DualR3, S40/31.
 
Thoughtful design
The device was designed to make using it simple. The switch features a 3.95" TFT LCD touchscreen display that provides clear access to
information  and  settings.  What's  more,  the  brightness  of  the  screen  is  adjusted  automatically,  thanks  to  the  ICC  sensor,  for  more
convenient operation.
 
More capabilities
The standard Zigbee 3.0 protocol makes the connection more stable and the range greater. Added slave devices can be voice-controlled
through cooperation with Alexa, Google Home, etc. In addition, it supports two-way synchronization between NSPanel Pro and the Home
Assistant ecosystem. You can also pair Zigbee devices from NSPanel Pro to HA, and sync HA lights and switches to NSPanel Pro.
 
Manufacturer
Sonoff
Name
NSPanel Pro - white
Color
white
Voltage
100-240V AC 50/60Hz
Maximum power consumption
5W max, 150mA
Screen diagonal
3.95"
Resolution
480 x 480
Audio output
7Ω, 1W
CPU
Quad-core ARM Cortex-A35 CPU
GPU
Mali-G31GPU
Dimensions
86 x 86 x 39.5 mm
Weight
180 g
Material
PC V0, CRS, tempered glass
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Operating systems
Android, iOS
Wi-Fi
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
Bluetooth
BT2.1+EDR，BT 3.0，BT4.2
Zigbee
IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee 3.0)
Operating temperature
0°C ~ 40°C
Operating humidity
5%-90% RH

Preço:

€ 96.80

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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